A method for color image segmentation using a competitive learning clustering scheme is examined, and some basic improvements are made. Two important aspects of the color image segmentation problem, namely color space selection and oversegmentation, are discussed in the context of the algorithm, with comments about suitability and effectiveness of choices for various applications. A variety of settings are tested and compared to highlight performance.
Introduction
Color image segmentation is an important part of many image processing and computer vision problems, including recognition, image retrieval, and compression. It has long been recognized that segmenting image pixels in a three-dimensional color space is a much different problem than segmenting grayscale pixels (where one can use relatively simple thresholding techniques). Clustering techniques based on the least-sum-of-squares criterion, such as the K-means algorithm [1] , have been shown to perform well in classifying multivariate observations like color image pixels.
Uchimaya and Arbib [6] propose using the competitive learning clustering technique, in which the positions of weight vector units in the feature space are updated when they "win" (e.g., are closest in Euclidean distance) among the other units given a random input vector. To avoid the problem of a few units monopolizing the input space, they modify the algorithm to start with a single unit and divide units based on a win-count threshold until the prescribed number of units has been generated.
Some slight modifications to the original algorithm in [6] yield improvements in the theoretical and actual speed, as discussed in Section 2, and are therefore included in all subsequent tests and comparisons.
Basic Algorithm Improvements
For reference, the modified competitive learning algorithm from [6] is summarized here.
The parameters required are the total number of iterations N max , the weight vector splitting threshold θ t , and the learning rate α. Experimental results from [6] offer values of N max and θ t which result in good solutions:
Note that the sufficiency condition for n units to be generated is N max ≥ (2n − 3)θ t . A single weight vector W 0 is placed at µ 0 (the global center of mass of the input set X), and its wincount variable and N R (the current number of iterations) are initialized to zero. The competitive learning algorithm then proceeds as follows:
1. Select a random input vector X from X.
2. Find weight vector W w such that the squared Euclidean distance X − W w 2 is a minimum for all W (select one randomly in case of a tie).
3. Update W w by W w = α(X − W w ).
4. Increment the wincount of W w . If greater than θ t , reset the wincount and generate a new weight vector equal to W w .
5. Increment N R . If N R = N max , stop. Otherwise, repeat from 1.
The rest of this section explains two slight modifications to the original algorithm which yield improvements in speed.
Starting With Two Units
The algorithm's strength as a clustering method comes from the fact that weight vector units move into highdensity regions and subsequently split into multiple units, reducing the number of iterations required as compared to the case where the weight vector units are all initialized and available from the start.
The original algorithm prompts initializing the system with a single weight vector unit. However, since this first unit's initial position is at µ 0 , the centroid of the entire set of input vectors, and since it is guaranteed to win and be adjusted by random input vectors for the first θ t iterations, statistically, it will not move significantly from its initial position before it splits into two units. In other words, the statistically probable location of the first split into two weight vector units is µ 0 .
Therefore, one may initialize the system with two units rather than one, and reduce the number of iterations by θ t , with no adverse effect. This reduces the sufficiency condition for producing the required n vectors to N max = (2n − 4)θ t .
Winner Selection in Case of a Tie
The algorithm also suggests randomly selecting from among winning weight vector units in case of a tie. Using a reasonably precise data format for the storage of vector positions in the color space, for example, IEEE 754 doubleprecision floating point triplets, it is exceedingly unlikely that weight vectors will tie unless they are experiencing their first win following a split. Since in such a case the vectors would be identical for all practical purposes (same location and same wincount), there is no effective difference between choosing randomly from between these units and simply choosing the first one encountered. In implementation, it removes the delay and programming complexity of storing an arbitrary number of ties and then randomly selecting from among them.
Color Space Selection
A very important factor in color image segmentation is the selection of color space in which the color of each pixel will be represented and clustered. There are many possible three-dimensional representations of a color which represent useful properties of the color, and only the application can determine which would result in the most accurate segmentation. There is also a trade-off between segmentation accuracy and computational speed, since converting between color spaces may involve complex non-linear transformations.
The equations for converting between these color spaces can be found in [5] .
RGB
The most familiar color space is that used to represent pixels in most image data formats, the RGB space. This format simply combines intensity values of red, green and blue to represent the image. It does not define colors exactly, as it is not an absolute color space; instead, it relies on the exact shades of red, green and blue (primaries) used to define the colors in the image.
Obviously, this is the least computationally intensive representation, since converting the R, G and B levels into real values in [0, 1] requires, at most, a scalar multiplication. However, this color space suffers for two reasons: first, there is no direct representation of luminance, an important factor in the perceptual difference between colors, and second, distances in this color space do not directly correspond to perceptual differences (a property known as perceptual uniformity).
The RGB color space is primarily useful for image compression by color quantization, as it provides a resonable approximation of the original image without requiring conversion to and from another color space.
HSL and HSV
Two color spaces commonly used in image processing are the HSL (hue-saturation-lightness or hue-saturationluminance) and HSV (hue-saturation-value) color spaces. Like RGB, HSL and HSV are not absolute color spaces.
Conversion from RGB values involves a non-linear transformation. However, these color spaces offer some components that may be more useful than RGB for some applications, such as the hue and luminance.
The HSL and HSV color spaces are primarily useful in applications where segmentation depends heavily on certain features of the colors rather than overall perceptual difference. Particularly, the individual components can be weighted differently by modifying the range in which they are expressed after conversion from RGB.
CIE XYZ
CIE 1931 XYZ is an absolute color space based on measurements of human perception, and thus the tristimulus X, Y , and Z values correspond closely to the red, green and blue wavelengths detected by the eye.
Conversion from RGB values involves a linear matrix transformation dependent upon the RGB color space primaries and white point. In this implementation, the sRGB color space and D65 white point are assumed.
While segmentation using the CIE XYZ color space is perfectly valid and may in fact yield better results than using RGB, it serves primarily as a basis for conversion to other, more useful color spaces.
CIE L*u*v* and L*a*b*
The CIE 1976 L*u*v* and CIE 1976 L*a*b* color spaces are based on the CIE XYZ color space. They are defined to have the properties of perceptual linearity, meaning that a change of a certain amount in the space corresponds to a change of the same visual importance, and perceptual uniformity, meaning that such changes have the same effect across the entire color space.
Conversion from CIE XYZ tristimulus values involves a fairly intensive non-linear transformation, which causes markedly slower performance. However, the perceptual linearity and uniformity of these color spaces make them the optimal choice for segmenting images based on the perceived differences in color regions.
Generally, the CIE L*u*v* and L*a*b* color spaces are ideal for most applications, unless the trade-off in computation speed is unacceptable or particular properties only offered by other color spaces are desired.
The Oversegmentation Problem
The modified competitive learning algorithm, like most clustering methods, requires a priori knowledge of the nominal number of clusters in order to find an appropriate solution. In color space segmentation where the number of distinct color regions is not obvious or practical to count from the image, the problems of undersegmentation or oversegmentation may occur, causing rapid degradation of performance.
If the prescribed number of clusters is too high, the algorithm will be allowed to produce multiple weight vector units in an area containing only one actual distinct cluster. The effect is an oversegmented output image in which pixels that would otherwise be part of a single color cluster are split between two or more very similar clusters.
Two methods for reducing this effect are discussed here. Note that these two methods are inherently incompatible and thus cannot be combined to achieve a greater overall effect.
Oversegmentation Thresholding
One simple and effective method for correcting oversegmentation once the clustering algorithm is complete is to check for weight vector units relatively close to one another and merge them into a single unit. In this implementation, the following algorithm is used: 4. Remove W j from the set of weight vector units.
Repeat.
The primary drawback of this method is that the minimum distance threshold must be specified numerically, and the relationship between a given visual difference in color and this numerical threshold is not obvious. In fact, strictly speaking, this method requires the properties of perceptual linearity and uniformity in the color space being segmented, and of the six color spaces used in this implementation, only the CIE L*u*v* and CIE L*a*b* color spaces have this property. Even given such a color space, the actual threshold must be determined experimentally, unless additional methods are used to estimate it automatically.
Rival Penalization
A different approach for avoiding oversegmentation, this one occurring during the learning portion of the clustering algorithm, is a technique known as rival penalization [4] . This method modifies the competitive learning algorithm to not only move winning weight units closer to the input vector by a factor of the learning rate, but also to push the nextclosest weight unit, or rival, farther away by a factor of the learning rate and the rival's relative distance from the input vector. In theory, if there are reasonably well-defined clusters in the data, the correct number of weight units should be allowed to settle in their centers, and the remaining weight units should be pushed far away from the clusters.
To implement rival penalization, the following steps are added to the weight update step of the competitive learning algorithm:
1. Find a second weight vector W r such that the squared Euclidean distance X − W r 2 is a minimum for all W = W w .
Update
The rival penalization strength p r is defined in [2] as:
where d cr and d ci are distance measuring functions, such as the Euclidean distance used in this implementation:
In practice, the effectiveness of rival penalization in color image segmentation varies. If the image has well-defined color regions (clusters of pixels in a given color space), rival penalization works very well. If, however, the data points are distributed relatively smoothly in the color space, which is the case in some images (particularly in the compression application), rival penalization may actually cause the algorithm to take longer to converge.
Experimental Results
A variety of images 1 were tested for clustering performance by changing the number of clusters and color space used. The oversegmentation thresholding and rival penalization methods were also tested. All experiments conducted used α = 0.015, θ t = 400 √ n, and N max = (2n 2 + 11n − 20)θ t .
Segmentation Accuracy
A test of the accuracy of the solution found by the segmentation algorithm is an example image undergoing color space quantization for the purpose of image compression. In this case, we are looking for the optimal palette of 16 colors and classification of pixels into this palette, for which the new image most faithfully represents the old in terms of the visual information contained in it.
The test example ( fig. 1 ) is an image of a nebula taken by the Hubble Space Telescope, which contains a variety of colors. Segmenting this image into 16 clusters with a perceptually linear and uniform color space, in this case the CIE L*u*v* space, yields good detail from the original image using only 16 colors ( fig. 2 ). 1 The original images used, obviously, are color images, and therefore some detail is unavoidably lost in greyscale as they are presented here. 
Color Space Selection
Different applications are interested in different regions of images, described in turn by different properties. As discussed in Section 3, selection of the color space is an important consideration to ensure that the appropriate color features are being segmented.
The importance of the properties of perecptual linearity and uniformity are evident in the following example, in which we want to locate the goldfish in the water ( fig. 3 ) by segmenting the image into two clusters. If the image is segmented using the RGB color space, the results are not what is intuitively expected: rather than segmenting the goldfish from the water, the algorithm segments the branch reflections from the rest of the water and merges the goldfish into the same cluster as the water (fig.  4) .
However, if the image is segmented using the perceptually linear and uniform CIE L*u*v* color space, the results conform much closer to human perception and the goldfish are properly segmented from the water (fig. 5) .
In another example of the selection of color space having an important impact, in the following image of the sun obscured by cloud ( fig. 6 ), suppose we wish to segment the sun itself from the rest of the image despite its obscure edge.
The image is segmented into 4 clusters in the HSV color space, selected to cluster the sun's pixels by their distinct properties in this space ( fig. 7 ). This particular result cannot be achieved using the RGB/XYZ or L*u*v*/L*a*b* color spaces.
Oversegmentation
The effectiveness of the oversegmentation thresholding and rival penalization techniques at reducing oversegmentation is best tested by selecting an image with a known finite number of clearly defined color segments. In this case, an image of a sign with three distinct components (the border and symbol, the fill, and the background) is used ( fig. 8) .
For reference, the image is first segmented using the The image is segmented into 16 clusters with oversegmentation thresholding enabled, and by trial and error the threshold is adjusted until the segmentation merges into 3 clusters. A threshold of 3000 was used to obtain the following segmentation ( fig. 10) .
The image is again segmented into 16 clusters, this time with rival penalization enabled ( fig. 11 ). In this case, there are still 4 significant clusters, which is not the desired solution, but it is reasonable and did not require manual adjustment of a threshold as in the previous case. 
Conclusion
The modified competitive learning algorithm propsed by Uchimaya and Arbib [6] is a powerful clustering method which lends itself very well to color image segmentation.
When modified for improved performance as proposed in Section 2, used with a color space appropriate to the application as described in Section 3, and combined with methods for compensating for oversegmentation as proposed in Section 4, it becomes an excellent solution to a wide variety of color image segmentation problems.
